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1. Let’s consider the first FST we looked at on Monday:

q0start q1 q2
fly:fly +PL:s

Its description in terms of FST components:

• Q = {q0, q1, q2}
• q0 is the start state

• F = {q2}
• Σ contains at least fly and +PL

• ∆ contains at least fly and s

• The transition relation δ:

From state To state Input Output
q0 q1 fly fly

q1 q2 +PL s

The OpenFst software package allows you to specify this FST-component representa-
tion as a text file. One text file contains the final-state set and transition relation.
Let’s call this file example.txt; it would look like this:

0 1 fly fly

1 2 +PL s

2

The first two lines specify the transition relation; each such line should have four
separate (space-delimited) fields, specifying the “from” state, the “to” state, the input,
and the output in that order. The third line specifies that state 2 (i.e., q2 in our
representation) is a final state. Any such line should contain only one field, namely
the number of the state that you include in the set F of final states.
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We need to specify the input and output alphabets Σ and ∆ in separate text files.
These files enumerate the symbols in the alphabet in question, assigning an integer to
each symbol. By convention, the empty string ε is represented in these files as <eps>

and must be assigned the integer 0. Let us call the input alphabet file input.txt; it
could look like this:

<eps> 0

fly 1

+PL 2

and the output alphabet file output.txt could look like this:

<eps> 0

fly 1

s 2

2. We can now compile this representation using the OpenFst open-source software for
FSTs. This is an incredibly good piece of software! But it is not easy to install on
Windows, so instead we are using UCSD’s instructional Linux servers for it. Here are
some basics for getting started with OpenFst on these servers:

• Refresh yourself on your username for these servers. You can look up your user-
name at https://sdacs.ucsd.edu/~icc/index.php using your ACMS username
and student PID. Your Active Directory password will work with this username.

• Use a secure-shell program (there is one installed on the lab computers) to logon
to ieng6-201.ucsd.edu or ieng6-202.ucsd.edu.

• At the command-line prompt, execute the following two commands:

Listing 1: bash version

cat /home/linux/ieng6/ln165w/public/newpath >> ~/. bash_profile

source ~/. bash_profile

You should only have to do this once the entire quarter. Once you’ve done it, if
you execute the following command:

Listing 2: bash version

echo $PATH

the result should include the string /home/linux/ieng6/ln165w/public/bin.
Once that string is in there, you should be able to execute the OpenFst commands
installed on these servers.

• You can now use a secure FTP client to move the above text files to your Linux
server directory. There may be a secure FTP client installed on your workstation
already; if there isn’t, you can use FileZilla (https://filezilla-project.org/)
or Cyberduck (https://cyberduck.io/?l=en).

The text files can be found at:
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http://idiom.ucsd.edu/~rlevy/teaching/2015winter/lign165/lectures/

lecture10/example.txt

http://idiom.ucsd.edu/~rlevy/teaching/2015winter/lign165/lectures/

lecture10/input.txt

http://idiom.ucsd.edu/~rlevy/teaching/2015winter/lign165/lectures/

lecture10/output.txt

• Back at the command-line prompt, you can use the following command to compile
the FST with fstcompile:

Listing 3: bash version

fstcompile --isymbols=input.txt \

--osymbols=output.txt \

example.txt > example.fst

(Note that the \ character allows you to split a single line of input over multiple
lines; you can omit it and just type the entire input on a single line.) The
example.fst file is now a binary (i.e., compiled) representation of the FST that
we textually specified in example.txt.

You can inspect this compiled representation with the command fstprint:

Listing 4: bash version

fstprint --isymbols=input.txt \

--osymbols=output.txt \

example.fst

And you can even create a PDF out of it with the commands fstdraw and dot!

Listing 5: bash version

fstdraw --isymbols=input.txt \

--osymbols=output.txt \

example.fst > example.dot

dot -Tpdf example.dot > example.pdf

If you use the secure FTP client to move example.pdf back to your workstation,
you can view it like any other PDF.

• Let’s try composing two FSTs. Here is a second FST textual representation (at
http://idiom.ucsd.edu/~rlevy/teaching/2015winter/lign165/lectures/lecture10/

morphemes-to-letters.txt):

0 1 fly f

1 2 <eps> l

2 0 <eps> y

0 0 s s

0 3 <eps> #

3
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and you can find an output-alphabet text file for it at http://idiom.ucsd.edu/

~rlevy/teaching/2015winter/lign165/lectures/lecture10/letters.txt. The
command

Listing 6: bash version

fstcompile --isymbols=output.txt \

--osymbols=letters.txt \

morphemes -to -letters.txt > M2L.fst

will compile this FST. (Try using fstdraw and dot to inspect it!) Now you can
use fstcompose to compose the two FSTs together:

Listing 7: bash version

fstcompose example.fst M2L.fst > composed.fst

Try inspecting the result using fstprint, fstdraw, and dot!

• Now here are some exercises that I want you to work on for the remainder of
today’s class:

– Add more regular nouns to the example.txt FST: cat, dog, and anything
else you can think of. Also enrich morphemes-to-letters.txt accordingly,
compose the two FSTs, and visualize the result.

– Add irregular nouns to example.fst: goose and anything else you want.
Enrich morphemes-to-letters.txt accordingly, compose, and visualize.

– Download the ys→ies spelling rule FST at http://idiom.ucsd.edu/~rlevy/

teaching/2015winter/lign165/lectures/lecture10/y-ie-correction.txt,
compile it, and compose it with the already-composed FST. Visualize.

– Write the E-insertion spelling correction rule (put e in between s,z,x,ch,sh
and the plural -s) as an FST, compile it, and compose it with everything else!
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